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The

MaDness

of

From pink slime to mafia
horse-beef, the world
of flesh foods just
keeps getting weirder.

Meat
By Mat Thomas
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IF

you eat meat, do
you know—really
know—what you’re
eating? Yes, it’s
animals’ flesh, but
if you saw what
was in it and how it
was made, would
you still call it “meat”? Maybe it’s been so
over-processed that it looks more like toxic
waste than food. Or perhaps it’s made out
of slaughterhouse sluice, mashed insects,

The Moose
Says “Oink”?!

No, älg och snut is not the name of Ikea’s
new modular bedframe. It’s Swedish
for “moose and pig,” which was what
some of its European stores’ meat
products recently contained. In a strange
twist of speciesist “logic,” customers
were disturbed to learn that some of
the furniture superstore’s köttbullar
(Swedish meatballs) contained traces
of horse in addition to the ground
moose meat they craved, and the frozen
moose lasagna was “tainted” with pork.
Seriously: the headline “Pork found in
Ikea’s moose lasagna” came from the
Associated Press—not The Onion. In
Canada, Ikea swiftly initiated damage
control by assuring shoppers that the
rustic delicacies sold in their country’s
stores were made from pure moose
meat. That not only satisfied customers,
but successfully allayed suspicions
that the monkey wearing a sheepskin
coat recently found
frolicking around an Ikea
parking lot in Ontario
was responsible for the
moose-pork mix-up.

or someone’s former horse. Soon it could be
made from stem cells grown in test tubes
instead of factory-farmed animals. These
stories ripped from the headlines of today’s
freakiest food news tell how meat is evolving
(or mutating) with the changing times. From
multinational food system breakdowns to
revolutionary technological breakthroughs,
let’s examine the lines people draw around
what they consider edible or inedible,
delicious or disgusting—and why.

Burger Kingdom
“There’s kangaroo meat in Jack in the Box
burgers!” was a seemingly bizarre rumor that
sprang up in the early 1980s—and re-emerged
in 1993 when some of Jack’s E. coli-infested
patties killed four children. But the kangaroomeat fable is really just an urban legend—for
the most part. Once upon a time, in 1981, one of
Jack’s Aussie suppliers did mislabel kangaroo
and horse meat as ground beef chuck, but the
mistake was caught before customers were
served any joey and jill patties.
Fast forward to 2013. The entire European
Union is embroiled in a horse meat scandal
that makes Jack’s semi-legendary ‘roo-meat
tale seem both quaint and prescient. The
culinary conflagration ignited in January
when Ireland’s Food Safety Authority released
DNA test results showing that one company’s
frozen minced “beef” products actually
contained 29 percent horse flesh. Of course,
that was after UK supermarkets had already
started selling it.
Like a continental grease fire, the scandal

“Oink”
quickly spread to Austria, France, Germany,
Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland. The more
tests scientists performed, the more horse
meat they found in frozen burgers, beef-pasta
dishes, and pot pies. Most samples contained
only trace amounts of horse, which could
be accounted for by improperly cleaned
slaughterhouse equipment. But many samples
were measurably higher—with some found to
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be pure horse meat.
How horse meat got into Europe’s beef
supply remains a somewhat unsolved mystery
simply because the tightly interwoven web of
the EU’s multinational food production and
delivery system is just too complex to fully
untangle. Sourcing ingredients and additives
in processed foods is complicated because
they typically come from international
suppliers who may outsource production
to subsidiaries or other companies. Food
passes through so many hands before it gets
to consumers’ mouths that there are literally
hundreds of points in the manufacturing
process when something could get in the
mix that shouldn’t. But there’s a simple
explanation for why beef was cut with
horse: money. Horse meat is cheaper than
beef in many countries, so using it as beef
filler puts more coin in corrupt suppliers’
pockets. It’s therefore unsurprising that
Italian and Polish mobsters operating huge
horse meat substitution rings are key culprits
in the investigation. Meat industry sources
allege that gangsters physically threatened
slaughterhouse health and safety inspectors
into falsely certifying horse meat as beef.

Horsing Around
Duped consumers in non-equine-eating
countries were understandably shocked and
repulsed to have eaten such “grosseries,”
demanding arrests and beefed-up food
inspection regulations. Repercussions reached
the commercial food chain’s highest rungs,
with industry giants such as Nestlé and Burger
King getting caught in the scandal’s massive
net. Companies recalled thousands of tons
of processed “beef” products, costing them
millions of euros and their customers’ trust.
The meat industry felt consumers’ wrath,
as frozen burger sales fell 43 percent within the
scandal’s first few weeks. Makers of vegetarian
meat alternatives, meanwhile, saw their sales
soar during the same period—in some cases
doubling as incensed shoppers said “neigh”
to potentially adulterated ground beef. But
while the meat industry suffered a temporary
economic setback, those who unknowingly
ate horse meat probably paid the highest
price of all—having to live with that unsettling
knowledge.
Official reaction to the scandal was
distinctly different in countries where horse
is commonly on the menu. Both French and
German government ministers suggested

the madness of meat
feeding the recalled meals to poor people.
Most of the horse meat was deemed just as
safe for human consumption as pure cattle
flesh, they pointed out. So why waste food at
a time when austerity cuts have swelled the
ranks of hungry Europeans?
Aside from the social and class issues
the ministers’ modest proposal raised, it
highlighted an essential truth. The boundaries
most carnivores set around which animals
they eat and which they won’t are essentially
arbitrary, based mostly on personal and
cultural biases. While vegans consistently
draw a clear red line around the entire animal
kingdom, most people salivate over the

know. In May 2013, Chinese police arrested
more than 900 suspects in a massive food
fraud dragnet. Authorities charged 63 of these
alleged criminals with adding gelatin, nitrates,
and red pigment to rat, fox, and mink meat.
And just like in Europe, some belonged to
organized crime syndicates. In some Chinese
provinces, rat is a dietary staple, along with a
vast array of cooked creatures great and small
that most Westerners would find thoroughly
distasteful. Yet even in modern China—a
country where 16,000 rotting pig corpses
turned a river blood-red and avian flu sickened
131 people in a single month—the lamb-rat
switcheroo caused a major uproar.

The highest-grade USDA certification (“US No. 1”)
allows for two maggots per 100 blueberries,
10 fruit fly eggs per ounce of ketchup, and 50
insect fragments per ounce of peanut butter.
flesh of certain species (pigs, for example)
but gag at the thought of devouring others
(such as horses). One reason for this is that
society generally frowns upon eating former
companion animals.

Pets vs. Pests
Humans eat lots of animals: so why don’t they
eat their companion animals? Why are some
species in some societies more protected from
the slaughterhouse than others? Partially
because people form personal relationships,
emotional attachments, and even familial
ties with their companions. Research shows
that humans bond more closely with animals
who resemble us than those who are less
anthropomorphic. The difference is that
other animals remain faceless foodstuffs in
carnivore culture. People also don’t generally
eat creatures commonly considered pests
for the exact opposite reason they don’t eat
companion animals. Most people detest
“vermin” with a passion: these ostracized
species are seen as so utterly vile, inhuman,
and icky that they are deemed unfit for
eating—only extermination. So what then
would carnivores find more stomach-churning
and head-exploding? The quasi-cannibalistic
sensation of unknowingly eating a horse who
may have been someone’s childhood pony? Or
ingesting the flesh of a fileted sewer rat?
Perhaps people in China who bought
“mutton” that was actually rat meat would

Bug Appétit
In the war on world hunger, the United
Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization
mans the front lines. Its mission: to feed the
planet’s 868 million undernourished people.
One of the agency’s most divisive armaments
in the battle against starvation is its decadelong bug-eating program.
The FAO’s latest salvo is a nearly 200-page
report called “Edible insects: Future prospects
for food and feed security,” in which the
agency touts entomophagy’s many dietary
and ecological advantages. They point out that
these “minilivestock” produce significantly
more nutritional value per pound than
traditional farm animals while using only a
comparatively tiny fraction of land, water,
and fuel. Plus, their greenhouse gas emissions
are minimal, and they can be sustainably
harvested by small farmers. Insects are also
packed with protein, vitamins, minerals, and
healthy omega-3 fatty acids. So, what’s not to
love about eating bugs?
Perhaps the most qualified person to
answer this question is someone who actually
loves eating bugs. Meet David George Gordon,
aka The Bug Chef. A native Seattleite and
author of The Eat-a-Bug Cookbook (in print
since 1998), Gordon’s cooking demos at food
festivals nationwide promote homemade
creepy-crawly cuisine such as Locust Kabobs,
Cricket Orzo, and Scorpion Scaloppine. People
at these popular public events persistently

Entomophagy
Today
About two billion
people in equatorial
Africa, Asia, and South
America already
eat insects. Mostly
forest-dwelling huntergatherers, members of
these tribal societies
have eaten bugs from
time immemorial. They
dine on 1,900 different
insect species,
including ants, beetles,
caterpillars, and
even wasps. In most
Western countries,
however, insect eaters
are still few and farbetween. Because they
tend to be adventurous
gourmands, most
bug aficionados
swarm to foodie
meccas such as San
Francisco—where Don
Bugito’s “Prehispanic
Snackeria” food truck
serves fresh Wax
Moth Larvae Tacos
to Mission District
trendsters. Thanks
to the internet, bug
connoisseurs around
the world can also
order Scorpion Pops
from candymaker
Hotlix or Chapulbrand cricket-based
energy bars. Plus,
with celebrity
entomophagists
including Salma
Hayek, Zac Efron,
and Angelina Jolie
enthusiastically on
board, bug eating
may be slowly but
surely scuttling
toward mainstream
acceptance.
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tell Gordon why eating insects is so repellent
to them, making him a field expert on the
subject. “Insects seem alien to most people,
and therefore unappetizing,” he said,
citing insects’ segmented carapaces, battlearmored exoskeletons, compound eyes, and
weaponized stingers. From Biblical tales
of plague to cartoon commercials in which
Raid “kills bugs dead,” society inculcates us
from childhood to see bugs as detestable,
disease-ridden vermin. Instead of eating
insects, we desperately try to keep them out
of our food. As a result of ingrained cultural
programming, most Westerners today would
eat insects only on a dare or a reality TV show.
Anti-insect prejudices are tough to crack,
Gordon said, but he sees society’s attitudes
slowly inching toward accepting insects as a
food source. “Especially in the past five or six
years,” he says, “people have become more
open to trying bug-based foods.” Anyway, if
you think you’re not already eating insects,
think again—because the average person
inadvertently ingests at least one pound of
bugs per year. United States Department of
Agriculture regulations legally permit trace
amounts of insects in the foods we eat. The
highest-grade USDA certification (“US No. 1”)
allows for two maggots per 100 blueberries,

What

is

10 fruit fly eggs per ounce of ketchup, and 50
insect fragments per ounce of peanut butter.
Ironically, the USDA has virtually no rules for
regulating foods that intentionally include
insect ingredients.

Return of The Blob!
The USDA does, however, define what can
be legally labeled as “meat” in America. And
they’ve officially classified Beef Products Inc.’s
patented Lean Finely Textured Beef as such
since the early 1980s. Unfortunately for the
company, most people now know this food
substance by its more colorful pejorative—
pink slime.

Cultured meat has the potential to greatly
benefit humanity, animals, and the planet.
Nevertheless, many have already made up
their minds about it. They say it’s gross, it’s
not really meat, and they won’t eat it.
It looks just like it sounds: a chewedbubblegumish blob of soft-serve cow flesh.
And just as most meat eaters will happily
gobble up certain species but retch at the
thought of eating others, they similarly find
certain animal body parts mouthwatering and
others sickening. Pink slime, meanwhile, is
composed of slaughterhouse leftovers—
connective tissue and other assorted
scraps of flesh extracted with a
centrifuge from dead animals’
carcasses after butchery.
So, because it’s not made
exclusively from prime cuts or
acceptable body parts such as
legs and breasts, many say it’s
unfit for human consumption.
In March 2012, ABC News ran
a series of exposés on LFTB claiming
that it was used in about 70 percent
of US ground beef and comprised
about 15 percent of the beef in school
lunches by volume. The reports
provoked nationwide revulsion,
quickly causing fast food chains
and supermarkets to stop selling
the ammonia-misted chuck. By 2013,
pink slime had virtually vanished
due to negative publicity, leaving
about 95 percent of the nation’s beef
LFTB-free—and Beef Products Inc. on the

it?!
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brink of bankruptcy.
In many ways, pink slime didn’t deserve
the bad rap. It’s leaner and therefore healthier
than pure beef, less likely to harbor meatborne pathogens, and also way cheaper. From
an animal welfare perspective, utilizing body
parts that would otherwise be thrown away
means fewer cattle killed for their flesh.
The “pink slime” meme originated in an
email one dissenting USDA scientist sent to
another that was later quoted by The New York
Times. In 2002, microbiologist Gerald Zimstein
wrote to a colleague that “I do not consider the
stuff to be ground beef, and I consider allowing
it in ground beef to be a form of fraudulent

labeling.” Zimstein later told ABC News,
“It’s not fresh ground beef. It’s a substitute.
It’s a cheap substitute being added in.” ABC
reporter Jim Avila concurred, tweeting, “It’s
just not what it purports to be. Meat.” While
most Americans agreed, Beef Products Inc.
Director of Food Safety and Quality and
Assurance Craig Letch insisted that “It’s 100
percent beef.” The company is now suing
many of its detractors for defamation.
The public rejected pink slime for purely
aesthetic reasons—basically because it
looked and seemed strange. Before turning
their eyes and minds away in horror though,
those who knew little about where their
meat comes from caught a brief but troubling
glimpse into the dark, blood-spattered
slaughterhouse world where animals’ bodies
are deconstructed by mechanical blades and
rendered into alimentary goo. Yet that still
wasn’t enough to make most people swear off
meat—only pink slime.

Meta Meat
If consumers couldn’t stomach pink slime,
how will an even stranger food fare in the meat
marketplace? For example, cultured meat (aka
lab-grown meat, in-vitro meat, or shmeat),
which is made from animal cell cultures
instead of actual animals.
Cultured meat exists mostly in the abstract

the madness of meat
right now, straddling the tenuous borderline
between science fiction and scientific fact,
in that forward-thinking food scientists
have produced only miniscule amounts
of it at an exorbitant cost. It will likely take
decades to reach consumers, if it does at
all. Recently though, researchers made two
small but crucial steps forward that may
hasten its arrival.
First, billionaire venture capitalist Peter
Thiel is funding a company called Modern
Meadow, which aims to produce edible meat
products using 3-D printers, which have
already been used to synthesize everything
from chocolate to handguns. The company
was founded by father-son team Gabor and
Andras Forgacs, who pioneered the use of
bioprinters to fabricate living tissue and
organs for medical transplant. They recently
produced and publicly presented the world’s
first sample of cultured leather—and now
plan to create bioprinted meat.
Second, a team of Maastricht University
researchers in the Netherlands will soon
introduce the world’s first cultured hamburger
at a highly publicized event in London. The
five-ounce burger took tissue engineers years
to develop and months to cultivate with
painstaking detail from tiny strips of labgrown muscle. At a cost of about $325,000, the
specimen is not exactly price-competitive with
a Big Mac. But it serves its purpose—to provide
proof, at least in concept, that creating cultured
meat is possible. Its creators gave select
prospective financiers an actual taste of this
precious patty on August 5, 2013, at the London
inauguration to convince them that funding
the technology will reap future rewards.

Great Expectations
The approximate $325,000 price tag is
really not all that high, according to Isha
Datar, director of New Harvest, a non-profit
research organization that promotes meat
alternatives. Datar, who partnered with
Maastricht’s team to leverage the London
event for maximum consciousness-raising,
says that “Spending that amount to produce
a prototype is a relative bargain, considering
that pharmaceutical companies don’t bring a
drug to market for less than a billion.”
On a purely technological level, Datar
believes success is only a matter of time—
depending on how much money is invested
in research and development now. “Scientists
only started experimenting with cultured meat

less than a decade ago, so the technology is
still in its infancy,” she points out. Like most
cultured meat proponents, Datar is confident
that costs will dramatically drop as scientists
make progress and economies of scale gain
traction because growing cultured meat
is inherently more resource-efficient than
raising animals for food.
A study published in the journal
Environmental Science & Technology claims
that, pound-for-pound, manufacturing
cultured meat will require only 1 percent of
the land mass, 4 percent of the water, and
55 percent of the energy that the animalagriculture industry currently uses. And it
will produce 96 percent fewer greenhouse
gases without harming any animals—all
while markedly decreasing air, land,
and water pollution from toxic livestock
waste runoff.
So cultured meat has the potential to
greatly benefit humanity, animals, and the
planet. Nevertheless, many have already
made up their minds about it. They say it’s
gross, it’s not really meat, and they won’t eat
it. These widespread cultural prejudices may
make the commercial viability of cultured
meat a Herculean task.

Redefining Meat
Whether people actually consider cultured
meat, pink slime, insects, former companion
animals, and other unfamiliar flesh foods
“meat” determines whether they’ll eat
them. And these dietary decisions have
global health, environmental, and ethical
consequences—probably more than any
other choice people make in their lives.
To vegans, choosing not to eat meat is
a no-brainer. Partly because many vegans
find the idea of biting into a pork chop just
as disgusting as eating pink slime or horse
flesh. But most meat eaters have a seemingly
random distaste for species and body parts
they’ve never tried—and similarly don’t like
veganism, despite never having actually tried
it, either. Perhaps when carnivores consider
why they eat some species and body parts
but not others, they’ll see that not eating
meat at all is by far the best choice.

The Billionaire’s
Burger Recipe
Whether you’re hosting a backyard
barbecue or looking to reinvent the nature
of food, printing your own meat is the way
of the future! Grab your lab apron and
your favorite vegan BBQ sauce, and let’s
give it a whirl.

Yield: One five-ounce slaughter-free
“burger”

Preparation time: Months…
maybe years

Approximate cost: $325,000
Ingredients & Equipment
* S everal million bovine stem cells,
humanely harvested through biopsy

* R esearch-grade bioreactor
* Industry-standard centrifuge
* N utrient-rich growth media
* S hiny new state-of-the-art 3-D

bioprinter, such as the NovoGen MMX
Bioprinter™ by Organovo

Directions
1. P ut cells in bioreactor and electrically

stimulate to full proliferation
2. U se centrifuge to separate cells from
growth medium
3. L oad cells into bioink spheres and
print in thin layers on agarose
gel rod molds
A
4.  fter bioassembly fuses cells together,
return to bioreactor
5. A fter several weeks, harvest muscle
and fat tissue
M
6.  ince, shape into patty, grill, add BBQ
sauce, and enjoy!

Serving suggestion: Place on
3-D bioprinted whole-grain bun with your
favorite lab-cultured condiments.
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